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The un-conclusive insight[s]:  

<First Step> Have the two “women” fallen in love 

With the beginning of fluttering of hands; 

And the pat of the bottom from the opposite gender; the symbolic jean wearing and very short hair; 

still the connecting to cliché emblem of man-hood; perhaps he sees a man, when he pats the blue 

bottom; and this is demonstrated through the connection of the two women, uh dancing; how if you 

wanted to straight this interaction of bottom pat between man presumably woman; would you 

demonstrate this even afterward in movement with the two women? 

[and how about at the same time nearly as the pat] 

<Second Step> And now the title of the movie correlates with infidelity in uh a married life; and what is 

the title; source, citation: we don’t live here anymore  
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And so the source of something like at least the change of … [?house/move] is infidelity; and if the 

change is drastic enough it might result in, …  

The next connecting cliché: is alcoholism potentially or possibly; and what if this is a non-existing as in 

unreal attempted subjugation of infidelity ; and in the quota of morality surely 

Infidelity in the usual sense is much worse than 

| 

\/ 

Alcoholism [which is not consuming a lot even of alcohol] in the usual sense 

theme: when is it again, actually alcoholism; whenever pathogenic your husband says so; I doubt 

that, … but does the local “police” ; oh how they hate me 

theme music citation: once upon a dream “maleficent”  

<Third Step> With enough alcohol in context; and all of a sudden, the marriage turns into a symbolic 

brother and sister interaction. Do you suppose they are actually brother and sister; and just confused 

into incest; or do you suppose the incest is and not isn’t and is intentional or something like both. They 

don’t look alike un-romantically do they, though. On an aside art look: it’s a nice house, they’re in from 

the front it just barely signifies upper-middle class; and Palo Alto, CA; down the street from this 

library.  

<Fourth Step> House notes: In the main house; there is a lot of stuff; and it wasn’t just a frat party was 

it. Look for the uh, “frat brothers” that secretly live here also or use the space in the same way; how do 

they know the uh, is it main couple; in any case; there is the secret connection between “frat brothers” 

or there; their synonyms and the uh is it main married couple, … might actually be brother and sister; or 

brother and brother; or sister and sister or such like; … 

<Fifth Step> Oh my god! It’s like the title, starts to verify itself along with the notices: 

If they are brother and sister, no, don’t start there. 

If there is actually infidelity; and not some hoax/imposters of the actual uh couples; copulating: making 

out with one another; and the such … uh crap; 

The title correlates; and this means here specifically, causes: for sure, or something like at least 

temporary sure;  

A job that is like a professor/academic/scholar or all three, … or something like that; [causes it to] be an 

occupation where instead we are attempting to satisfy our horniness; and of course this correlation is 

caused by the usual sense of infidelity [assuming you haven’t identified title, yet] and likely not the 

unusual sense of infidelity; uh, turns the job about we are horny,  
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and does what else along this correlation, …  

<Sixth Step> and then the soon after car scene; the bridge/train rail scene that shows up in like [in] 

ever-y movie and movie like; is where a bunch of people are homeless and/or deployed as homeless 

now; as in circa 2018; and no it’s not just a bunch of scenes like that that look alike; oh my god! I’m 

famous.  

[Seventh Step> What’s the matter, my work won’t pay for your Hotel Roam: Way to tie it now, even 

more: Then just right where a homeless encampment should be; but instead, …  those folks are carrying 

their sh*t around [why, just ask the local “cops” and “judicial systems”]; opens up the space for sexual 

activity of the housed, and yes; it’s still in the current area; Want to Move to Wisconsin?  

 

Idea Publique, Reminder: What if you are homeless and need to  uh fornicate; is this classified as an 

inter-relational need, …  

 

<Eight Step> Of course everything is about Death: They what looks more like trek; and not so much 

“run(ning)” in the same exact area; trail … and do you think it’s because one’s faster at trek, … king And 

we have a meaning of marriage for the faster one; notice the correlation: somebody to have sex with 

regularly even if you have sex with others while married, … then the enactment of homicide by the 

men …  [left-off here; oh, how will this stream reality change from its prediction] 


